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The Direct Landing function allows the drive to perform a “Direct to floor” slowing profile by using encoder pulses 
to track a fixed distance to floor level. 
When compared to a traditional elevator speed profile with a levelling distance, this feature also allows an optimal 
slowing time from intermediate speeds on single floor runs which would otherwise result in unwanted additional 
levelling distance 
 
The function works by configuring a fixed slowing distance in the drive and allowing the drive to calculate a 
slowdown point based on the speed and decel profile. When the run command is removed, or speed command 
dropped to zero the drive will maintain the current speed until the estimated slowdown point is reached when the 
deceleration curve will begin. 
 
This allows a slowdown point to be set a fixed distance from each floor level in the elevator shaft, and allows the 
drive to optimize the speed profile into floor for any running speed. 
 
The roping, gear and sheave information is entered into the drive, which will then estimate a minimum required 
slowing distance based on the contract motor speed and the decel rate settings. This minimum slowing distance 
is displayed as Minimum Deceleration Distance monitor (U4-43). 
 
A value greater than this Minimum Deceleration Distance should then be configured as the Direct Landing 
Deceleration Distance (S5-11), and the slowdown point in the elevator shaft for each floor should be set according 
to this distance. 
 
Lastly, there is the option to provide a minimum speed for which Direct Landing can occur. This will prevent the 
Direct Landing feature from being used when running on low speeds such as inspection operation or if relevelling 
occurs. This minimum speed is set as a percentage in Direct Landing Minimum Speed (S5-13). 
 
As an example, the drive calculates 1500mm as the minimum slowdown distance from a full speed of 1m/s. As an 
exaggerated example to show the operation of Direct Landing we enter a much greater Direct Landing 
Deceleration Distance of 2000mm. The slowdown point for each floor in the shaft should be set 2000mm from 
floor. This is the point in travel at which the Run Command should be removed or Speed Command set to 0m/s. 
The following three scenarios are shown in the timing diagrams below: 

1. High Speed 
If the lift is running at full speed when the run command is removed, it will continue at full speed until the 
car has travelled a further 500mm, at which point it will decelerate to a stop for 1500mm. 
 

2. Intermediate Speed 
If the lift is running at less than full speed (But still greater than Direct Landing Minimum Speed S5-13) 
when the run command is removed it will continue at the current speed for longer, and begin slowing 
down closer to floor level to make a direct approach. In this example, at 0.5m/s the drive calculates 
500mm to decelerate to stop, and so when the run command is removed the lift continues for 1500mm 
before deceleration begins. 
 

3. Inspection/Relevel Speed 
However, if the lift is running at less than the Direct Landing Minimum Speed (S5-13) when the run 
command is removed, it will decelerate to a stop immediately. “Distance To Go” will remain at zero and 
the drive will immediately begin a normal ramp to stop. In this example, the speed reference when the run 
command is removed is 0.3m/s, and the Direct Landing Minimum Speed (S5-13) is set to 0.4m/s, so 
Direct Landing does not occur. 
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1) 

 

Figure 1 Run Command Removed from high speed. Deceleration Distance = 2000mm 

2)

 

Figure 2 Run Command Removed from intermediate speed. Deceleration Distance = 2000mm 
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3) 

 

Figure 3 Run Command Removed from low speed (Below Direct Landing Minimum Speed). Deceleration 
Distance = 2000mm 
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Parameter Name Default Value 
and Range 

Required 
Setting 

Function 

Length Units  
(O1-12) 

0 

(0-1) 

0 

(mm) 
Units used for direct landing in mm or inches. 

Traction Sheave Diameter 
(O1-20) 

400 

(100-2000) 

Gear 
dataplate 

Used to calculate the car speed from the motor speed. 

Roping Ratio 
(O1-21) 

2 

1 (1:1) 

2 (2:1) 

3 (3:1) 

4 (4:1) 

Usually 

1 or 2 

(1:1 or 
2:1) 

 

Used to calculate the car speed from the motor speed. 

Mechanical Gear Ratio 

(O1-22) 

14 

(0.1 – 400) 

Gear 
Dataplate  

Used to calculate the car speed from the motor speed.  

For gearless applications this will be set to 1 

Stopping Method Selection 
(S5-10) 

0 

(0-2) 

1 

(Direct 
Landing) 

Setting this value to 1 selects the direct landing mode 

Direct Landing 
Deceleration Distance  
(S5-11) 

0 

(0-32767) 

Must be 
greater 
than the 
value in 
U4-43 

Sets the desired deceleration distance to floor level in 
mm. This is the distance from the loss of the 
run/speed input until floor level 

Direct Landing Minimum 
Speed 
(S5-13) 

20% 

(0-100%) 
30% 

This sets the minimum travel speed for Direct Landing 
to occur. 

Speeds below this value will follow a normal stopping 
profile on the loss of a run or speed command. This 
should be set to a value greater than the Inspection 
and Relevel speeds 

Minimum Deceleration 
Distance 
(U4-43) 

This monitor will show the 
minimum stopping distance 
calculated by the current S-

Curves 

Calculated minimum stopping distance for direct 
landing. This is the distance calculated to stop from 
high speed based on Decel rate and jerks 

Distance To Go 
(U4-42) 

This monitor shows the 
distance to floor if Direct 

Landing is initiated 

If Minimum Direct Landing Speed (S5-13) is 
reached during a run: 

This monitor is 0 during travel, and increases to the 
value set in S5-11 (Decel Distance) when the run 
command or speed is lost. 

It then counts down as the lift travels towards the stop 
point, and deceleration will begin once this value is 
equal to U4-43 (Minimum Deceleration distance) 

 

If Minimum Direct Landing Speed (S5-13) is NOT 
reached during a run: 

This monitor remains at 0 when the run command or 
speed is lost. The drive will bring the motor to a 
normal stop without Direct Landing. 

 


